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Gaffes and historical re-writes

1. Drags Australian High Commission into our domestic affairs

Mr Key said he had been informed by Mr Dauth that the compromise proposal,

mooted by NZ First, was unacceptable to the Australians.
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2. Dishonest over Iraq, said we’d follow US into Iraq

New Zealand should support its allies first and the United Nations second, says

National MP John Key. “Any relationship with the United States or Britain has to

take precedence over the United Nations.” He would be prepared to commit any

support requested by the United States for a war against Iraq, including SAS

and combat troops. “New Zealand should be prepared to fight for the values it

believes in.”
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Key: “If the UN cannot uphold its own resolution then it is legal that the coalition

of the US should…The NZ Government’s position is totally unacceptable.”
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BUT when British MP George Galloway said

Galloway: “They’re more likely to take NZ in the Australian trajectory [on Iraq], and

trust me you don’t want to go there”.

But National Party leader John Key says there’s no way they’d be taking the country

in that direction

Key: “George [Galloway] is talking absolute rubbish, I mean the facts of life are

that we’ve made it quite clear we won’t be going to Iraq. We wouldn’t have sent

troops to Iraq. Ah National did support the coalition of the willing’s right to send

troops, but that’s because we’re of the view that every country’s entitled to take its

own actions. But we certainly won’t be going”4

3. Claims Brash’s Iraq support not a caucus position

Presenter: Would you send troops to Iraq now?

Key:  Well, no, not now and our position was, we always supported the coalition of

the [unclear] right to go to Iraq but our caucus didn't support sending troops there.

Presenter:  Don Brash did, didn't he?

Key:  Yeah, and he made that comment the day before he became the leader.  It was a

personal view, not a caucus view.
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Presenter:  And it wasn't your personal view, though?

Key:  No.
5

But Dr Brash was clear it was Caucus policy

Dr Brash "This is two years ago.  That was our caucus policy at that time.  What I’m

saying is I can’t imagine circumstances in which we would send combat troops now.”
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4. Tells untruth about his comments about Auckland merger:

Key: "I welcome the proposal for a Royal Commission. It's along the lines I proposed

in my recent speech to the Local Government Association.
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But didn’t raise anything with the conference speech

Key: “Many alternatives have been mooted…All of these have some merit, but all

have some difficulties as well. At this stage what I can say is that there is a danger of

rushing in and designing all sorts of new structures at the expense of actually thinking

about what outcomes we are after.”
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5. Refuses to answer questions on KiwiSaver (4 times in a row)

Garner: We asked Key what will you do with the scheme [KiwiSaver], but this

time he’s giving none of the same assurances.

Key: “That’s a subject of some debate at the moment…We’ll look at it, but we do

have some concerns…We’re not going to buy into Michael Cullen and Helen

Clark’s agenda…Um we’ll decide our own timetable.”
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6. Got the facts wrong twice on Dobson Dam

Key: “I think Dobson should be built”
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David Parker pointed out  “The Dobson project has been superseded by the

Arnold River scheme that is already in train”.
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Then two weeks later Key shows he doesn’t learn

John Key: I recently voiced my support for restarting the Dobson Dam hydro

Project on the West Coast…I simply couldn't turn down a clean option like this.
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7. Admits call to restart Project Aqua a gaffe

The Press: Key said Project Aqua, the scheme that was promoted by Meridian

Energy on the Waitaki River, should also proceed.
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Otago Daily Times: Key told the Otago Daily Times yesterday he had made a

mistake and had meant Meridian’s North Bank Tunnel Scheme, which is in its

public submissions stage, should proceed.

Key: “I shouldn’t call it that. I always say Aqua for everything. I’ll have to check

that with [my press secretary] from now on.”
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8. Inexperience trips him on RMA reform process

Key: “We are going to have a bill in the ballot within three months. We will have

it out within nine months.”
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9. Convenient memory loss on Springbok tour

Key: 1981? It seems a long time ago. We are all aware, of course, that this was a

year of particularly bitter divisions and social turmoil associated with the Springbok

Tour.
16

Key: I didn't have a really strong view on the tour. I certainly didn't go to the games

but not because I wouldn't have gone, I probably would've gone if I could've afforded

to.

Presenter: So you were pro-tour? Just quietly pro-tour?

Key: Yeah probably quietly pro-tour
17

10. Climate change sceptic transformed

Key: “I firmly believe in climate change and always have” (Nine to Noon, 28 Nov

2006)

KEY: This is a complete and utter hoax, if I may say so. The impact of the Kyoto

Protocol, even if one  believes  in  global  warming and - I  am somewhat suspicious

of  it-  is  that  we  will  see billions and billions of dollars poured  into  fixing

something that we are not even sure is a problem. (Hansard, 10 May 2005)
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